inexorable
inexorable
(adjective) in-EX-u-ru-bul

Unstoppable, adamant, not to be moved by entreaty.

Time (concludes Claire, on her way to the sarnie bar for a beef and mayo special) is both plastic and **inexorable**.

Charles Jennings, *Now We are Thirty-something*.

She was so eager to finish the unpleasant task that she forgot one of Aunt Maria's rules, as **inexorable** as the law of the Medes and Persians - the door between the kitchen and the sitting-room *must* be closed.

Anna Balmer Myers, *Patchwork - A Story of 'The Plain People'*. US Amazon

She finds him **inexorable** - we know his reputation for obstinacy when he had once made up his mind.

Burton E. Stevenson, *The Holladay Case*.

The same **inexorable** forces caused the 2004 Asian tsunami that killed more than 225,000 people.


The episodic first movement emerged as a heaving, **inexorable** apotheosis of a funeral march.